
It was the coldest February the current residents of Eddystone, New Hampshire could 

remember. It wasn’t the coldest on record. That had been over one hundred years prior. 

People reminded each other of this as they waited for buses, walked to their mailboxes 

or dropped off their kids at school.

“Not the coldest!”

“Been colder!”

“They survived it back then, we’ll survive it now.”

“Yup.”

Eddystone’s denizens went about their business bundled up like arctic explorers, 

faceless, gender-less. Neighbors stood right next to each other and didn’t know it, 

wrapped tightly against the frigid air. They laughed and joked and were stoic about it for

the first week.

After the temperatures remained well below freezing for eight days straight with no end 

in sight people began to lose their sense of humor. It was no longer an adventure. It was 

brutal. They stood in silent huddles, faces buried in scarves, hands thrust deep into 

pockets, eyes closed, keeping the lip balm handy, waiting for it to end.

The swift waters of Kingston Creek were solid ice from shore to shore. Frost glazed the 

corners of shop windows, inside and out. Pipes froze and burst. Road pavement shifted 

and heaved, causing accidents and vehicular damage. Outside recess was perpetually 

canceled.

Intrepid local photographers captured images of the frozen salt marshes, the frosted trees

at sunrise. Sea smoke rose off of the ocean, making the abandoned buildings out on the 

Fingerbone Islands look even spookier than usual. It made for pretty photos, but other 

than that everyone agreed it was a nuisance and spring couldn’t come fast enough, thank

you.

Sharks died. It was in the local newspaper. Threshers washed up on the beach, mouths 

agape, sea smoke coiling around them as if the cold ocean was reaching out to haul their 

little shark souls back into the deep.



“That might be the creepiest sight I’ve ever seen,” said the Sheriff, standing by the 

young fellow from the DNR, who was examining the frozen shark. The poor creature 

looked like it had just come out of an ice house.

“They’re cold-stunned,” said the fellow. He poked the thresher again. “Frozen solid.”

“I know just how he feels,” said Sheriff Protheroe. He looked down at the empty black 

eyes of the beached shark. It was one of several that lay along the sand, gray waters of 

the Atlantic crawling up the beach and licking at their lifeless fins. What a sight, he 

thought. He wasn’t a superstitious man, but if he had been, he might have felt like this 

was some kind of bad omen. The Sheriff shivered and crossed his arms, trying to turn 

his attention back the DNR fellow.

“Strangest thing is this,” said the kid from the DNR. He poked at the jagged hole in the 

shark’s belly with a pencil. “A few of them have bites just like this one.”

“So,” said the Sheriff, who knew nothing about marine biology, “they bit each other 

before they died, or what?”

“Not a shark bite,” said the DNR guy. “Something else bit them after they died, after 

they washed up.” He picked up a chunk of gray and white flesh. “Then whatever it was 

spit the meat out.” He casually threw the chunk in the air and caught it like it was a 

baseball. “Like maybe it didn’t like the taste.”

The Sheriff frowned. He didn’t like the sound of that. He didn’t like any of what was 

going on in Eddystone lately...


